Opel omega 2003

Not a dragster, but very good overall performance considering the speed limitations in
Switzerland Use to much motor oil when driven at high rev almost 1 litre for km Fuel
consumption with the 2. Review Date: 13th November, I currently drive a 2. It is a very elegant
car, reliable and has a very classy and spacious cabin. I have upgraded the trim to wood, and it
is really eye catching. The parts are are quite easy to find, since it's a GM. I really would love to
perform an engine swap to the 5. General Comments: Very good road handling: handled like a
sports car on corners. Very silent and comfortable drive. Very good looking streamlined body
Incredibly large inside estate car Fuel consumption with the 2. Comment on this review. Actions
Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this review. It is a great car, and I still hope Opel will
continue this Omega legacy. View 1 reply Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and
grammar Delete this comment. In reply to 24th Apr , I currently have the 3. It has some slight
wear and tear issues that need to be fixed. Despite those, it has an amazing driving feel;
comparable to the BMW Reply to this comment. The Opel Omega is an executive car engineered
and manufactured by the German automaker Opel between and The first generation, the Omega
A â€” , superseded the Opel Rekord. It was voted European Car of the Year for , and was
available as a saloon or estate. The second generation, the Omega B, was manufactured from to
Reengineered versions were manufactured in Australia since as the Holden Commodore and its
derivatives since , which were in turn exported to South America as the Chevrolet Omega and
the Middle East as the Chevrolet Lumina. Production of the Omega was discontinued in , with
no direct replacement, apart from the Australian reengineered versions that carried on until as a
sedan and in other guises. After vacating the executive car segment, Opel tried to fill the market
void with "expensive" versions of the then existing Vectra and Signum ranges. The original
Omega went into production in September , as a replacement for the final version of the Opel
Rekord , which had been in production since Sales began in November. The body was designed
as an evolution of the previous Opel design theme engineered more towards aerodynamics in
view of higher fuel prices and the general drive towards more fuel efficiency. The result was a
remarkable drag coefficient of 0. The whole development program cost two billion
Deutschmarks. The UK market version of the final generation of Rekord had been marketed as
the Vauxhall Carlton , and this nameplate was retained for the new car. These included
electronic engine management, ABS, on board computer which displayed parameters such as
momentary fuel consumption or average speed , air conditioned glove compartment and even
the then fashionable LCD instrument cluster available in CD version from but dropped in More
importantly, the Omega came with a self diagnose system which is now a standard feature in
present-day cars , whose output could be read by appropriately equipped authorised service
stations. All the Omega models used a longitudinally mounted engine with a rear-wheel drive
setup, with a five speed manual transmission or four speed automatic transmission. The engine
range consisted of 1. The 1. In Brazil, the car was sold as the Chevrolet Omega and powered by
2. Since the discontinuation of the Omega A in Germany, General Motors do Brasil needed new
engines to continue production and the 2. The 3. As fitted to the Omega, this engine was tuned
by Lotus and equipped with multi port fuel injection. The Chevrolet Omega was produced until
The base LS was clearly intended for the fleet market, with the sedan unavailable to individual
customers in some markets. The LS Caravan was also available as a panel van with rear side
windows covered, with body coloured foil rather than replaced by solid panels. For the year of ,
the Omega A was afforded a facelift , which encompassed slight alterations to front and rear
fascias, as well as interior materials and additional sound dampening. The until then base 1. It
included alloy wheels, metallic paint, tinted windows, stereo with cassette player, various
leather trim in the interior, as well as a painted grille and door mirrors. It sold well and the
package was kept after the facelift and a similar system with the same name was used for the
Omega B. The Omega was the sports version of the Omega A model range. It featured a
straight-6 , 3. Other modifications from the base model included a lowered suspension and
limited slip differential , as well as different fascias and a rear spoiler. The uncatalyzed model
was discontinued in August In October , the Omega received an optional new engine with 24
valves, two overhead camshafts , and a variable intake manifold Opel Dual Ram system. It also
used a more advanced engine control unit. This was a limited series model produced together
with Irmscher. It was built so Opel could compete in the DTM. It did not, however, achieve great
success. In , Opel sanctioned a high performance version of the Omega built in cooperation
with Lotus. This version was named the Lotus Omega or Lotus Carlton depending on whether
the base car was sold as an Opel Omega or Vauxhall Carlton in their respective European
markets. The car was built using a variety of parts from other GM suppliers and manufacturers.
The engine was based on Opel's standard 3. As a result, engine capacity rose to 3. The engine
management was also modified and the ignition changed to an AC Delco type same system as
the Lotus Esprit uses. The Omega B was an all new car with a modern exterior design, but a

traditional rear wheel drive chassis. The engine range was all new. The Omega B's platform was
also modified to form the basis of the Australian third generation Holden Commodore up to ,
commencing with the VT series. Leaked images of a design studio mockup , featuring Opel
badges and "D" plates, emerged in Europe in February The Omega B2 was launched in autumn
as a facelift of the B. It was distinguished by relatively minor revisions to the front and rear
styling, centre console and the introduction of electronic stability program ESP. In the end of ,
the Omega received a facelift and a 2. The following year, a 3. Year brought also brand new
diesel 2. There were prototypes of sedan and station wagon version equipped with multimedia
systems, and named V8. The V8. The car was also equipped with Xenon headlights, and
Advanced Frontlighting System AFS , automatically adjustable to the road conditions. The car
debuted at Frankfurt Motor Show in September Unlike the V8. The V8 engined version was to be
put on sale autumn but it was cancelled after 32 pre-series cars had been completed. The
reasons for cancelling production plans were concerns about whether the engine was
vollgasfest German , "Full throttle resistant". There was fear the engine might overheat and be
damaged if driven flat out on the Autobahn for long periods of time. These Australian sedans
are larger in all body dimensions have featured less sophisticated suspension designs, different
interior styling and powertrains ranging from a Buick derived 3. These vehicles were equally
available in New Zealand. In the United Kingdom , the Vauxhall Omega proved to be a
successful saloon [15] despite being slated in many reviews for heavy depreciation [16] and
unreliability. Apart from the Australian reengineered Holden Commodore models that carried on
until for the sedan wagons and utilities until , production of the Omega ended in with no direct
replacement. In Europe, the gap in the range was indirectly filled by more "expensive" versions
of the then existing Vectra and Signum. Remaining stocks of the car were sold into Stories and
photographs of a "new" successor appeared in the motoring press one year later. Unlike prior
models since , this new Holden was no longer based on an Omega platform. As of July , there
are only Vauxhall Omegas and Carltons including some rebadged Rekords left on the road in
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Wikimedia Commons. Opel Omega B2 sedan. Opel General Motors. Executive car E-segment.
C40SE 4. Longitudinal engine FR layout. GM V platform. X20DTH 2. Petrol Straight-4 2. Y22DTH
2. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Opel Omega. Cars Astra Corsa Insignia. City car.
Agila A. Agila B. Corsa A. Corsa B. Corsa C. Corsa D. Corsa E. Corsa F. Small family car. Kadett
D. Astra F. Astra G. Astra H. Astra J. Astra K. Large family car. Ascona B. Ascona C. Vectra A.
Vectra B. Insignia A. Insignia B. Executive car. Omega A. Omega B1. Omega B2. Luxury car.
Senator A. Senator B. Tigra A. Manta B. Tigra TwinTop B. GT Roadster. Meriva A. Compact MPV.
Meriva B. Zafira A. Zafira B. Large MPV. Zafira Tourer C. Mini SUV. Mokka A. Mokka B. Compact
SUV. Frontera A. Frontera B. Mid-size SUV. Kadett Combo. Combo B. Combo C. Combo D.
Combo E. Bedford Blitz. Vivaro A. Vivaro B. Vivaro C. Movano A. Movano B. PSA platform.

